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Ansrnecr
optical absorption spectra have been obtained at 300o K. and at 78o K, on polished
single crystals of low iron-content actinolite, olivine, diopside, epidote, chlorite and enstatite. The spectra cover the range of 400 to 3500 millimicrons. The single most characteristic feature is a strong band at 1000 millimicrons due to Fd+ in six-Iold coordination. This
band varies in shape and intensity depending on the symmetry of the six-fold site' In
diopside and enstatite a band occurs in the low frequency end of the spectrum which appears to be due to Fe2+ in four-fold coordination and suggests that a small amount of the
ferrous iron is on the four-fold sites. Spectral bands assignable to ferric iron occur in the
spectra of most minerals studied.
hgttonucttott

That the green color of many common rock-forming silicatesis due to
the presenceof ferrous iron has not been doubted since the earliestdays
of mineralogy. However, a detailed explanation for the color and its
apparentchangefrom one mineral to the next has not been forthcoming.
The principal reasonfor this is an instrumental one. The green color of
most iron-containingminerals is not due to an absorption band in the
visible part of the spectrum but is rather due to a "window" in the
visible between strong absorptionsin the ultraviolet and the characteristic band of ferrous iron which occurs in the near-infrared. Only in
perhaps the past five years have commerical instruments been available
which operate routinely in the near-infrared. It seemedto be of value to
investigatethe spectraof the common silicatesto seeif useful structural
information could be obtained from them. The study which we report
in which six of the more common silicate
is a preliminary reconnaissance
structure types have been investigated.
Previous literature on this subject is sparse. Clark (1957) reported
spectra of olivine, diopside and several garnets in the near-infrared region but he choseto interpret the spectrain terms of exiton bands rather
than the more appropriate crystal field model. Application of the crystal
f,eld theory to geologicalproblemshas been attempted only recently by
Curtis (1964) and Burns and Fyfe (1964). The use of the theory to
interpret the spectraof iron-containingminerals has been carried out in
considerabledetail by Burns (1965a,b) in a study which came to our
attention after our work was nearly complete. Burns used polarized
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radiation and oriented specimensso that his data are more detailed in
the spectral range covered. However, the spectra in the present paper
cover a wider wavelengthrange and are subjected to a somervhatdifferent interpretation.
ExpnnrlreNter,
We obtained specimensof clear single crystals of actinolite, olivine,
diopside,epidote,chlorite and enstatite from commercial sources.The
identities of the minerals were confirmed by optical and e-ray methods.
Spectrographicanalysesof all minerals were made to determinethe iron
'IasLE

Mineral
Actinolite
Olivine
Olivine
Diopside

Epidote
Enstatite
Chlorite

1. Sprcrnocnapntc
Locality
Gouveneur,
New York
Burma
Kilbourne Hole,
Nely Mexico
Volonandrongo
Tributary,
Madagascar
Salzburg,
Austria
Burma
Corundum Hill,
North Carolina

ANar,vsrsr or InoN-CoNrernrNc
F'e:Or2 AhOs

Cnvsler- Suectunns

MnO

l.)

0.07

8 5
10

0.15 0 14 0.40
0.51 0.15 0.38

20

17

2.4

29

10
11
8.2 29

VrOu

CrzOr

TiOz

0.03

0.06

006

0.25
0.16 0.22
0.06 0.10

0.40

0.03
0.03

I All concentrations are in weight per cent.
2 fncludes both ferrous and ferric iron expressed FezOr.
as

and aluminum content and to check for the presenceof other transition
netal ions. A listing of the specimensis given in Table 1.
The minerals were cut into sliceson the order of .5 to 3 mm thickness
and polished. Where possible several crystallographic orientations were
obtained. The sliceswere mounted on metal masks to limit the spectrophotometer beam to the polished area of the crystal. Spectra were obtained from 3500 to 400 millimicrons using a Beckman DK-2A spectrophotometer. Spectra at liquid nitrogen temperature were obtained with
a special dewar flask of the type described by Lord et al. (1952) which
fitted into the sample compartment of the spectrophotometer.
Diffuse reflectancespectra were obtained by packing powders into
cupped holders simiiar to those commonly used for r-ray fluorescence
analysis, and running these with an Mgo-coated integrating sphere
reflectanceattachment. MgO was used as a referencematerial.
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characteristic colors of transition metal ions both in aqueous
solutions and in crystals are due to electronic transitions within the
unfilled d-orbitals of the ions. The theoretical explanation for these
effects in terms of the crystal or ligand field theory (Ballhausen, 1962;
McCIure, 1959) is now well established and can be applied directly to
explanation of the iron mineral spectra.
This is not the place to attempt a revibw of crystal field theory and the
reader is referredto the two referencebooks cited above.The d-electrons
of transition metal ions are subjected to two sets of forces when the
ions are incorporatedin a crystal. First there is an interelectronicrepulsion between the various electronsin the orbital. This interaction is described by the Racah B-parameter.The interelectronicrepulsion causes
a splitting of the d-energy level into a sequenceof levels in the gaseous
free ion. Secondly,the ion in a lattice site is subjectedto an electrostatic
field from the coordinating anions. This electrostaticinteraction, the
"crystal field," causesa further splitting of the free ion levels. The number and arrangementof crystal field energy levels is determined by the
electronic svmmetry of parent free-ion level and the geometrical site
symmetry of the coordinatinganions.The degreeof splitting of the crystal field levels for each free-ion level is characterized by the crystal field
splitting parameter, Dq. The observedelectronic spectra of transition
metal ions arisefrom transitionsbetweenthe various crystal field levels,
subject to certain selectionrules.
Since there are two competing forces on the d-electronsthere exists
the possibility for either the interelectronic repulsion or the crystal field
to be the dominant force. Respectively, these are the weak field and the
strong field cases.In the weak -6eldcase,the ground state has the same
electronic symmetry and spin multiplicity as the free ion while at the
strong field boundary there is a cross-overof levels and a difierent level
becomes the ground state usually accompanied by a change in spin
multiplicity which results in different selection rules and thus a totally
different spectrum. A weak field usually implies tightly bound d-electrons with relatively little interaction with the coordinating anions
while strong fields imply a high degree of interaction and thus covalent
bonding. Ions of low chargecoordinatedby oxide anions are usually described by the weak field diagram. The energy level schemesdescribed
above can be computed in a generalway for each d-electronconfiguration in terms of B and Dq. The calculatedlevelsfor octahedralcoordination are known as Tanabe-Suganodiagrams(Tanabe and Sugano,1954)
and have been widely reprinted, being given in both general references
cited above and in manv other review articles'
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From a structural interpretation point of view, an important factor in
crystal field spectra is that one can make rigorous interpretations based
on theory without the necessity of empirical correlations, necessaryin
the caseof vibrational spectra for example.The spectrum arising from
a given transition metal ion is influenced by the following parameters
in order of importance:
,

i. The coordination number and valence state: by far the most important factors;
these determine the main features of the spectra.
ii. The nature of the ligand: since this study concerns only oxygen coordination, this
factor is fixed.
iii. The distortion of the transition metal ion site: distortions from pure octahedral or
tetrahedral coordination may cause splitting of the bands.
iv. Metal-oxygen distances: a relatively small effect.

Because of the dominant influence of the first factor, one can make
reliable assignmentsof observed spectra of the silicates by direct comparison with the spectra of the same ion in simpler oxide structures where
the coordination is known. One can also predict the spectra from the
known energylevel diagrams.
The spectra of iron-containing silicates involve only the energy level
schemesof ferrous and ferric iron. These schemescan be taken directly
from the more general Tanabe-Suganodiagrams which give the correct
labeling for the levels and an estimate of their positions.The diagrams
for Fe2+ and Fe3*, based on the values of Dq and B given in Table 2,
are shown in Figs. I and 2. The ground state of ferrous iron is a D state
which splits in an octahedral crystal field into an upper quintet Eg level
and a lower quintet T2* Ievel separated by about 9000 cm-1. No other
quintet states are present so there is only one spin-allowed transition
which should give rise to a single absorption band at about 9000 cm-l
or 1100 millimicrons in the near-infrared. There are additional levels between 16,000 and 30,000 cm-l but transitions from the ground state to
these levels are spin-forbidden and the resulting spectra are expected to
be very weak. The predicted spectrum, therefore, for ferrous iron substituting for magnesium in the six-fold sites in a silicate, is a single
intenseband at 1100millimicrons, and possibly a few weak bands below
630 millimicrons.
Ferric iron has a d5 electron configuration and, therefore, a symmetric
S ground state. 65 does not split in any crystal field and is the only
sextet state present.Transitions to the higher levels arising from the aG
state are all spin forbidden and any bands present would be expected
to be weak.
The spectra of Fe2+has been determined in a number of hosts and some
measurementshave been made on Fe3+ although its spectrum is more
poorly known. Data for the main allowed transition of Fe2+,the several
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Tter-E 2 BaNn Posrrtoxs lxn Cnvstar- Frrr-o P.rn,umrnns ron fnox
IoNs rN Vanrous Oxros Hosrs

Fe2+
Octahed.ral
Dq

B:917 cm-r
Hosl

Relerence

10,400 cm-t

1040 cm-r

Fe(H:O)62+

Holmes and McClure

10,000
9,100

1000
910

MgO
Sodalime-silica glasses

Low and Weger (1960)
Bates (1962)

(1es7)

TetralrcdraLFez+
5E-5Tr

B:917 cm-r
Host

Dq

4,500

450

ZnO

4,300

430

MgAlzOa

Reference

Bates,White and RoY
(1e66)
Slack(1964)

Fe|+
OctahedraL
Br

ObservedTransitions
uAr"-rTr"
eaTze
+aEg, aAre
6Ar"-aTz*
+aEe,lArg
uA,"-nT,*
+4Tze
+aEg, aAre

14,200
17,500
20,000
23,&o
18,200
25,600
12,ffiO
l7 ,2N
24,50o

Dq

700

Host

Reference

Beryl

Dvirandlow (1960)

760

1650

Corundum

McClure (1962)

730

1400

[p"(ttro)u'*]

Holmesand McClure
(1957)

aA1*)
I Calculated
matrices'
of the'l'anabe-Sugano
by means
transition
from6A1*+(aEg,
1959).
tobe4.73(McCIure
AE:10B+5C.C/B assumed
Iower levels of Fe3+ and the derived crystal field parameters are given
in Table 2.
SrNcr-BCnvsrar, Specrne AND ASSTGNMENTS
Spectrum of actinolil.e.Of the minerals studied the simplest spectrum is
that of actinolite which is shown in Fig.3. The sectionobservedis a 110
cleavageface. The spectrum in Fig. 3 was taken at liquid nitrogen
temperature but the room temperature spectrum is very similar. In
general cooling to 78o K. has very little effect on the silicate spectra'
contrary to expectations.
The single electronic transition in actinolite occurs at 9800 cm-1 and
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Levels of (Fe+
32,OOO

iA
'T,n
3Tzs
'Atq

28,OOO
24,OOO

sTzs

2O,OOO
cm.-l

3Trs

t6,0oo
t2,ooo
I,OOO
4,OOO

o
Frc. 1. Energy level scheme for ferrous iron in octahedral coordination. Sketched from
Tanabe-Sugano diagrams using an estimate value of Dq/B:0.9.
Free-ion levels given on
Ieft.

is easily identified as the Tz*-Eg band of ferrous iron in six-fold coordination. The spectrographicanalysis of this specimenshows 1.5 per
cent iron with .07 per cent manganeseand no other transition element
identified. The symmetry and sharpnessof the band is also understandable from the structure determination by Zussman (1955) in which he
shows that the metal-oxygendistancesin actinolite are on the order of
2.11 angstroms. In actinolite, the oxygen coordination octahedron is
only slightly distorted and only a single band appears in the optical
spectrum.
In addition to the electronic band due to d-d transitions, all of the
silicate spectra contain a number of very sharp bands due to vibrational
spectra of the hydroxyl ion. Actinolite exhibits these particularly weil
becauseof its essentialOH- group but all other silicatesincluding olivine
have some impurity OH- which gives rise to near-infrared absorption.
In the spectrum of actinolite in Fig. 3, the strong band at 2320 milli-
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microns is a combination band; the OH- fundamental stretching frequency is beyond the end of the spectrum at 2750 millimicrons. The
very sharp band at 1400millimicrons is the seondharmonic of the OHstretching mode. Much detailed interpretation and some crv-stallographic information can be obtained from the OH- bands. This will be
the subject of a separatepaper.

++
Energy Levels of (Fe+ )E

"I

28,OOO

2 Lc9

a6

4Are,otn

24,OOO

2Trs
2O,OOO
cm:l
t6,000
oT,n

l2,ooo

'29

8,OO0

I

t-2,

4,OOO
6g

64rs

o

Fro. 2. Energy level schemefor ferric iron in octahedral coordination. Sketched from the
based on McClure's
Tanabe-Sugano diagrams with an estimated value of Dq/B:2.17
(1962) data for Fe3+in corundum. The free-ion levels are shown on the 1eft.

As will be discussedlater, the position of the hydroxyl ion absorptions
overlaps the absorptiondue to tetrahedral ferrous iron. Vibrational and
electronic spectra can best be separated by their bandwidths. The
vibrational bands are much narrower. However, the abcissaeof the
spectraare not linear in energy so a comparisoncannot be made directly
between bands in different regions of the spectrum. In the actinolite
spectrum of Fig. 3, the half width of the (Fez+)vrband is 1360 cm-l
while the 2320 millimicron and 2390 millimicron hydroxyl bands have
half widths of 65 and 40 cm-l.
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Spectrum of oliuine. The next more complicated iron silicate spectrum is
that of olivine shown in Fig. 4. Again the absorption band due to ferrous
iron is clearly visible. The effect of cooling the specimen to liquid nitrogen temperature is to shift the major peak by 170 cm-I, a minor shift
to higher energy easily accounted for by the decreasein metal oxygen
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Frc. 3. Opticalspectrumof singlecrystalactinoiite.{ 110}cleavage
face78"K.
Thickness:2.27
mm.
distances due to thermal contraction of the structure. In olivine, the
ferrous iron band is not svmmetrical and has shoulders on both high
and low frequency sides.These arise from the rather wide distribution of
metal oxygen distancesranging from 2.06 angstromsto 2.22 angstroms
which lower the site symmetry of the Fe2+ion. According to the point
charge model, the crystal field splitting parameter and, therefore, the
energy of the band varies with the fifth power of the interatomic distances
and thus changesin the metal oxygen distance causemeasurableshifts in
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Fro.4. Optical spectrum of single crystals of olivine.300'K.
b-Iace:0.83 mm, c-face:0.71 mm.

Thickness:

the peak position. Burns (1965a) discussesthe splitting of the (Fez+)vt
band of olivine in more detail.
The weak band at 15,900cm-l (630 mpr)appearsto be due to a trace
of ferrous iron' rt correspondsalmost exactll' to the predicted position
transition shown in Fig. 2.
of the 6Ar*--+aT2*
Spectrum of diopside. The spectrum of diopside is shown in Fig. 5. The
features here become considerablymore complicated' In the region of
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iron absorption are three bands, a weaker one at 13,600 cm-l, a very
intenseband at 9730 cm-l and a broad band at 4420 cm-r. The spectrographic analysesshow two per cent iron with traces of only manganese
and titanium so that the entire spectrum must be explainedin terms of
iron, although possiblyin terms of iron in two valencestates.The intense
band at 9730 cm-1 is quite clearly due to ferrous iron in six-fold coordination as it is in essentiallv the same position as the band of minerals
oreviouslv discussed.
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Frc. 5. Optical spectrum of single crystal diopside. 78o K. Average thickness:4.l4

mm.

There are three possibilities for the high energy band. The first is that
the high energy band is due to a spin-forbidden transition in ferric iron
and indeed there is reasonable agreement between the position of the
band and the first transition of Fe3+in beryl (Table 2). The secondpossibility is that the two high energy bands both arise from Fe2+in the sixfold sites since the levels may be split becauseof the lower site symmetry.
Although the octahedrain diopsideare distorted, it doesnot seemlikely
that the distortions would cause a splitting of 3900 cm-l. The third
possibility is that ferrous iron has substituted for calcium on the eight-
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fold site. This possibility,however,is in disagreementwith the spectrum.
The crystal field splitting parameter for eight-fold coordination is only
$ of the value of six-fold coordination. Also the calcium-oxygendistances are Iarger than the magnesium-oxygendistances.Both of these
factors would tend to lower rather than raise the energy and thus any
eight-fold band should occur on the low frequency side of the (Fe2+)vr
band. Therefore,it is most likely that the band arisesfrom ferric iron.
The broad band at 4420 cm-t is of most interest. It is almost certainly
due to ferrous iron in four-foid coordination. Two arguments support this
conclusion.Firstly, in the point charge approximation, Dq for tetrahedral coordination is expectedto be 6 of its value for octahedral coordination if the interatomic distances do not change. Taking fourninths of the energy of the octahedral iron band yields 4330 cm-1 in
reasonable agreement with the observed value of 4420 cm-r. Secondly,
the observedband position agreeswell with the reflectancespectrum of
ferrousiron-dopedzinc oxide in which the iron alsooccursin tetrahedral
coordination (Table 2). Thus, we concludethat in diopside,a small percentageof the iron occursin the tetrahedral sites. This is in agreement
with results recently obtained by Colville and Gibbs (1964) in which they
find tetrahedral iron in riebeckite.
It should be made quite clear that the amount of ferrous iron present
on the silicon sites is very small. The total iron present in this diopside
crystal is only two per cent. The bulk of this is present as Fe2+on the
octahedralsites as the intense band at 9730 cm-l indicates.In addition,
the absoluteintensitiesof tetrahedral ion transitions are from 10 to 100
times larger than correspondingoctahedraltransitions.Thus, the amount
of ferrous iron on the tetrahedral sites is probably less than 0.1/6.
Spectrum of epid,ote.The spectrum of epidote is shown in Fig. 6. The
interpretation of the spectrum is largely a repetition of what has gone
before. The octahedralferrous iron band occurs as expectedalthough it
is much weaker suggestingthat relatively little of the iron is in the ferrous state. The relatively strong band at 16,500cm-1 is again assigned
to ferric iron. Becauseof the nature of the energy level diagram for
ferric iron and becauseonly the lowest transition is obtained, it is not
possible to determine the coordination number of the ion. Attention
should be called to the broad absorptionfeature at 3380cm-l. This again
has the appearance,although obscured by the sharp peaks due to
hydroxyl ion, of being due to ferrous iron in tetrahedral coordination.
However, the low energy of the band makes this assignmentuncertain,
and, if the assignment is correct, the site must be one with unusually
large metal oxygen distances.
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Fro. 6. Optical spectrum of single crystal epidote. {001 } face. 3000 K. Thickness 1.04 mm.

Spectrum of chlorite. The spectrum of chlorite is shown in Fig' 7' T'his
spectrum is distinctly different from the others thus far presented in
tlat it is dominated by ferric rather than ferrous iron. The band due to
octahedral Fe2+ appears only as a weak shoulder. There is no evidence
for tetrahedral Fe2+ although the characteristic region of the spectrum
is obscured by intense hydroxyl absorption. There are more differences
between the room temperature and liquid nitrogen temperature spectra
of chlorite than for any other silicate studied. For this reason both spectra are included in Fig. 7. The differences take the form of small frequency shifts and large changesin intensity.
The frequenciesand assignmentsof the bands in Fig. 7 are tabulated
in Table j. chlorite provides one of the most distinct spectra of Fe3+
yet reported. ft should be noted that the "window" in the spectrum at
525 mp is between two ferric iron bands and thus the green color of
chlorite is due to ferric iron.
The 24,700 cm-l band of chlorite is assignedto the transition between
the 6A1uground state and the (aA1*,aEu)level. This particular transition
is independent of the crystal field strength and the Racah B-parameter
can be calculated directlV by means of the Tanabe-Sugano matrices.
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Fto. 7. optical spectrum of single crystal chlorite.
{001} basal cleavage section. Both
78o K. and 3000 K. spectra shown. Thickness:0.27 mm.

The Racah B-parameterof Fe3+in chlorite is found to be 734cm-r, a value
very similar to thoselisted in Table 2 for FeB+in other host lattices.The
crystal field splitting parameter,Dq, can be calculatedexactly only solving high order Tanabe-Suganomatriceswhich the precisionof the present
data doesnot warrent. However, an approximatevalue can be found by
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Tanrn 3. EmcrnoNrc AssonprroN BeNns or InoN rN CuI-onrrB BASEDoN
7 8 oK S P e c r n u u ( F r c . 7 )
Wavelength
mp

1050
6/)

700
496
A<^

405

Wave Number
cm-r

o (?o
11,430
14,28O
20,t60
22,000
24,700

Assignment

Description

Shoulder
Med. Band
Strong Band
Weak, very sharp\
Weak, very sharpJ
Strong Band

(Fez+;vI

uTr*-uEg

(Fee+;vt

uAr*-'Tr"

(Fe:+)vl

6Ar*-aT:*

(Fes+;vt

6Ar*-Az*,

(Fes+;vr

6A1*+(aA1",

2Tr"
aEg)

matching the observedspectrumagainstthe Tanabe-suganoenergylevel
diagram. This procedure yields a Dq of 1600 cm-1 indicating that the
crystal field of chlorite is very similar to that of corundum'
Spectrwmof enstatite.The spectrum of enstatite shown in Fig' 8 is quite
remarkable.There is a profusion of bands whose wavelengthsare tabuIated in Table 4' The spectrographic anal)rsisdoes very little to clarify
the situation. The iron content is 10/6 with onll' '22/6 nickel and '4070
chromium.

lrl
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zo.
co
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sDo

ENSTATITE

2000

2500

m ii ll ll ii m
miiccrroonnssl )
W A V E L E N G T H (m

Frc. 8. Opticalspectrumof singlecrystalenstatite.300" K Thickness:1 34 mm'
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The strong band at i1,000 cm-t is probably the characteristicband of
Fe2+in six-fold coordination although it is shiftecl to somewhat higher
energiesthan the (Fe'+;vr band in the other silicates.The assignmentof
the two low frequency bands posesa number of probrems.Both are in
the spectral range where absorption from (Fe:+)rvis expectedto occur.
rt seemsmost reasonableto assignthe 5430 band to Fe2+on the silicon
sites although the energy is 25/o higher than the (Fet+;rv band in diopside and the other oxide hosts listed in Table 2. The other low frequencv
b a n d a t 3 2 2 0c m - t a p p e a r st o b e a n o v e r t o n eo f t h e v i b r a t i o n o f t l e s i l i cate framework. rn spectra obtained at longer wavelengths,the band
forms part of a continuous absorption extending into the vibrational
region. The weak sharp bands arise from spin-forbiddentransitions in
Fe2+.Tentative assignmentsare listed in Table 4.
'Iaer,r
Wavelength
(mu)

3220
1840
910
550
510
450
431

Frequency
(cm-t;

3,100
5 ,430
11,000
18,200
19,600
22,2M
23,200

4. B.lNn PosrrroN rw ENsr.trrrr
Description

Med. Broad
Strong, Broad
Strong, Broad
Weak, Sharp
Very Weak, Sharp
Weak, Sharp
lVeak, Sharp

Assignment

Vibrational overtone
5E-5T.2
(Fez+)rv
5Tz"*6Eg
(Fe:+)vr
6Tz"-3Tr"
(Fez+)vr
5Tr"+1Ar*(?)
(Fer+)vI
5'lz*-3Tr*
(l-ez+;vI
5T2*+rT1*(?)
(Fez+;vr

The Tanabe-suganomatrices for the quintet reversof ferrous iron are
such that the spin-allowedtransition is independentof B. Although Dq
can be obtained by simply dividing the transition energy by 10, B can
be estimated only by matching the weak spin-forbidden transitions
with the Tanabe-Suganodiagram. unfortunately the Tanabe-sugano
diagram for the d6 caseis not complete.Although tentative assignments
for the weak bands are listed in Table 4, other triplet free ion states
occur whose behavior under a crystal field has not been calculated.rn
view of these uncertainties,a value for B has not been estimated.
Drmuso Rnrr,BcreNco Spncrn,l
Diffuse reflectancespectra were obtained from finely-groundpowders
of all specimensexcept chlorite. The spectra are shown in Fi;. 9. Of
most importanceis the fact that the electronicfeaturesobservablein the
single crystal spectra also appear in the reflectancespectra although with
reduced intensity. The vibrational transitions due to oH- are almost
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Frc. 9. Difiuse reflectance spectra of iron-containing silicate minerals at 300o K.

completelyeliminated. It is, therefore,possibleto conduct studiesof the
behavior of iron in silicatesusing powdered specimens'
DrscussroN AND CoNCLUSToNS
Origin of the Spectraof lron-Contoining Minerals- An explanation for the
visible and near-infrared absorption spectra of the iron-containing silicate minerals is of significancein its own right. This has been done in
preceding sectionsin terms of crystal field theory. It should be emphaiir"d thut most of the assignments, and particularly the ferrous iron
bands, are quite rigorous due to the insensitivity of the energy levels to
other than the first sphere of coordination.
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Tetrahed,ral
Iron. rn enstatite and diopside, the low energy band has
been interpreted ersarising from Fe2+ in four-ford coordination. Two
points must be made concerningtetrahedral iron. The first is that the
assignmentis moderately rigorous.Fe3+has no absorptionin this region
in either four- or six-coordination.The frequencvof the tetrahedralband
is close to four-ninths of the frequency of the octahedral band as required b1' the point charge model of the crystal field theory. The agreement with the observedspectra of Fe2+in the tetrahedral sites in zno

The particular importance of theseresults is that (i) Fer+ doesindeed
substitute for silicon as some tr-rali studies have indicated, and (ii) that
the optical spectrummakes a particularly sensitivetoor for studying this
pheuomenon.For example,one mav now write the formula for diopside
AS:

r'O
Sir_,Fej+] u
Ica'+]vIrrIMs,--F":1r"F";J]v'I
where r is the amount of iron in the crystal and (much less than r) is
1
the amount of tetrahedral substitution. From this formula, it can be
seen that the tetrahedral substitution of ferrous iron is part of the
charge compensation that must occur with the oxiclation of small
amounts of iron to the trivalent state. substitution of Fea+on the tetrahedral sites probably also takes place but the spectra do not give a
sensitivemeasureof this effect.
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